The Transforming Face of Fracture Epidemiology
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Skeletal trauma has been influencing the productive life of population, especially in more developed urban areas. During the past few years, most skeletal trauma registries throughout the world have been reporting an increase in incidence and a change in pattern of fractures (1, 2). The most prevalent cause of skeletal fracture in younger population is road traffic accident. Although the development of modern passenger restraint systems has led to decreased mortalities from cerebral and spine trauma, it may have indirectly been increasing the non-fatal patterns of skeletal fractures, which includes the fractures induced by the restraint system itself (3, 4). Older people have traditionally been suffering from low-energy traumas like falling. Modernization of the society, shifting age distribution of the population, changing life style, and alteration in the attitude and culture of different age groups have influenced the pattern of epidemiology of skeletal trauma.

With the increasing pace of modern life, high-energy traumas are seen more frequently and in the age groups that were traditionally not “high-energy type of people”, e.g. children and the elderly. Women and children are more frequently participating high-energy athletic and recreational activities. One of the most pronounced alterations in fracture epidemiology has been seen in high-aged females. The increase in the prevalence of fractures in elderly women, reported in some databases, is partly due to the increase in overall population age and partly because of the changing in the activity level of this age group -they may suffer from the fractures that were once specific to the younger population.

Apart from the high-energy accidents, the fractures caused by the most common metabolic disease of the bone, the osteoporosis, are rising and imposing an increasing burden on both the individual and society. A study by Cauley et al. (5) showed that the projected number of women who will experience a fracture in one year, exceeded the combined number of women who would experience invasive breast cancer or a broad category of cardiovascular events. Such an increase in incidence and burden has been reported in some studies in our own country (6, 7). On the other hand, some studies show that the majority of orthopedic surgeons lack sufficient training in management of osteoporosis in our country (8).

Iran is a large country with an exceptional climatic, cultural and ethnic diversity. Knowledge of patterns of skeletal injuries and their epidemiology will undoubtedly improve prevention and care of such patients and plays a major role in decreasing burden on the growing economy. Such a goal will not be reachable except on a background of a nationwide orthopedic trauma registry system.
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